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TITLE: ATTRIBUTE VALUE INHERITANCE IN FILE DISPLAY SYSTEM

PRIORITY
This application claims priority from Australian provisional applications 2003900649 entitled “Dynamically Configurable File Display System”, 2003901154 entitled “Attribute Value Inheritance in File Display System, and 2003901211 entitled “Application Development Using Virtual Foldering and Metadata Inheritance”, all of which are incorporated herein in their entirety by way of reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to the creation of a graphical representation of a set of files on a microprocessor-based device, such as a mobile phone, a PDA, a music player, a movie player, a networked or stand-alone computer system. More specifically, the invention relates to a file display system in which user-modifiable attribute values of files are automatically inherited when a file is moved into a folder.

The invention has been developed to interact with Microsoft Windows Explorer, and will largely be described in this document with reference to that specific application. However, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the invention can be embodied in many other forms and devices.

BACKGROUND
Any discussion of the prior art throughout the specification should in no way be considered as an admission that such prior art is widely known or forms part of common general knowledge in the field.

Microprocessor-based devices have long been able to store information in the form of files. Traditionally, the operating system (the software which handles the interface to peripheral hardware, task scheduling, storage allocation and the user-interface) has been loaded onto computers in the form of a number of elements of data storage known as “files”. As a result, the operating system has often been called the “file system.”

One task of the file system is to associate information with each file. The term used to describe this information within the computer science field is the “attributes”
of a file. These attributes are information about the various information storage elements such as files, directories and folders. Examples of file attributes include the file’s name, size, type, the time of its creation, the time of its modification and the time its last access. Other attributes include details as to security permissions, revisions number and the like. Many of these attributes are automatically set by the file system and can be referred to as “system-generated” attributes. As a result of the user interacting with these files, system-generated attributes may be automatically created, modified and deleted by the operating system. However, a user is not allowed to change such system-generated attributes.

Other attributes, which we shall refer to as “user-modifiable” attributes can be manually created, modified and deleted by the user. An example of a user-modifiable attribute is the name of a file. The file name can mean something to a user, especially if the file name is used to describe the purpose of the file. The creation and editing of a file will normally involve both system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes. For example, when a user creates a new file, they choose a file name. This is a user-modifiable attribute. The user has the ability to change this attribute at any time. When the user creates the new file the operating system simultaneously generates a timestamp attribute called “file creation.” The file creation attribute is typical of a system-generated attribute that cannot be changed by the user.

Directories (or folders) also have attributes. The file system associates attributes with directories in a similar way to those attributes associated with files. Similarly, these directory attributes are set automatically by the file system, or manually by the user, using much the same logic as the file attributes that are created, modified and deleted.

One disadvantage of current operating systems is that they do not allow the flexibility to create customisable attributes.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

It is an object of the present invention to overcome or ameliorate at least one of the disadvantages of the prior art, or to provide a useful alternative.
In order to enable the extension of the current file attributes from those
automatically created by the file system there is a need for a software layer between
the file system and the representation of files and folders within the user interface
level. Preferably, such a software layer would allow the user to create a completely
customisable set of attributes for the files and folders. Preferably also, this abstraction
layer would allow a set of user-modifiable attributes (sometimes referred to herein as
"metadata") to be created and which provide customisable information about the data
files. By developing such an abstraction layer, the inventors have produced a
representation of files within a file system utility which can provide the user with a
view which links their files to their metadata.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a method
of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method
comprising the steps of: displaying an origin node and a destination node on the
display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that
those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value
and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a
second value; receiving an indication, from a user, that a selected file grouped in the
origin node should be transferred to the destination node; modifying the value of the
nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and
displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

Preferably, the step of receiving an indication from a user comprises receiving
from a user one or more of the following:

(a) a drag and drop indication;
(b) a cut and paste indication; and
(c) a copy and paste indication; and
(d) a send to indication.

Preferably, the step of receiving an indication from a user comprises receiving
an indication via one or more of the following: (a) a pointing device;
(a) a keyboard;
(b) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(c) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(d) a voice-activated device.

Preferably, the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute. Preferably, the step of modifying the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value is performed without simultaneously receiving the second value from the user. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database. Preferably, the database is adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file. Preferably, the origin and destination nodes are displayed as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

Preferably, the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node on the display device comprises displaying the nodes in alphabetic, numeric, or alphanumeric order in accordance with the nominated attribute and nominated attribute values associated with the respective nodes. Preferably, the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node on the display device comprises displaying the nodes as a tree-based hierarchy of the nodes, in which at least one of the nodes contains other nodes and wherein at least some of the nodes in the hierarchy contain files associated with an attribute defined in relation to a node higher in the hierarchy. Preferably, each of the nodes at a common hierarchical level beneath a particular node contains files having attribute values corresponding to that associated with the particular node.

Preferably, the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node comprises: displaying the origin node and the destination node in a first pane; and displaying the files grouped within those nodes in a second pane. Preferably, the step of receiving the indication, from the user, that the selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node comprises:

receiving an indication of the selected file displayed in the second pane;

and
receiving an indication that the selected file should be transferred to the destination node displayed in the first pane.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a computer system for displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the computer system being adapted to:

(a) display an origin node and a destination node on a display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;
(b) receive, via a user interface, an indication from a user that a selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node;
(c) modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and
(d) displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

 Preferably, the indication from a user that a selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node is selected from the group comprising:
(a) a drag and drop indication;
(b) a cut and paste indication;
(c) a copy and paste indication; and
(d) a send to indication.

 Preferably, the user interface is selected from the group comprising:
(a) a pointing device;
(b) a keyboard;
(c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(e) a voice-activated device.

 Preferably, the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.
Preferably, the computer system is adapted to modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value without simultaneously receiving the second value from the user via the user interface. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database. Preferably, the database is adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file.

Preferably, the computer system is adapted to display the origin and destination nodes as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node. Preferably, the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device in alphabetic, numeric, or alphanumeric order in accordance with the nominated attribute and nominated attribute values associated with the respective nodes. Preferably, the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device as a tree-based hierarchy of the nodes, in which at least one of the nodes contains other nodes and wherein at least some of the nodes in the hierarchy contain files associated with an attribute defined in relation to a node higher in the hierarchy.

Preferably, each of the nodes at a common hierarchical level beneath a particular node contains files having attribute values corresponding to that associated with the particular node. Preferably, the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device by: displaying the origin node and the destination node in a first pane of the display device; and displaying the files grouped within those nodes in a second pane of the display device. Preferably, the computer system is adapted to receive the indication, from the user, that the selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node by: receiving an indication of the selected file displayed in the second pane; and receiving an indication that the selected file should be transferred to the destination node displayed in the first pane.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method
comprising the steps of: displaying an origin node and a destination node on the
display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that
those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value
and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a
second value; receiving an indication, from a user, that the value of the nominated
attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed from the first
value to the second value; modifying the value of the nominated attribute of the
selected file from the first value to the second value; and displaying, on the display
device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

Preferably, the step of receiving an indication from a user that the value of the
nominated attribute of the origin node should be changed comprises receiving the
second value from the user. Preferably, the step of receiving the second value from
the user comprises receiving the second value via one or more of the following:

(a) a pointing device;
(b) a keyboard;
(c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(e) a voice-activated device.

Preferably, the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable
attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.
Preferably, the step of modifying the value of the nominated attribute of the selected
file from the first value to the second value is performed without simultaneously
receiving the second value from the user. Preferably, the values of the nominated
attribute are stored externally from the files. Preferably, the values of the nominated
attribute are stored in a database. Preferably, the database is adapted to store a
plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file. Preferably,
the origin and destination nodes are displayed as virtual directories or folder,
including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each
node.
According to a fourth aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a computer system for displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the computer system being adapted to:

(a) display an origin node and a destination node on a display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;

(b) receive, via a user interface, an indication from a user that the value of the nominated attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed from the first value to the second value;

(c) modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and

(d) displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

Preferably, the computer system is adapted to receive, via a user interface, the indication from a user that the value of the nominated attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed from the first value to the second value, by receiving the second value from the user via the user interface. Preferably, the user interface is selected from the group comprising:

(a) a pointing device;
(b) a keyboard;
(c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(e) a voice-activated device.

Preferably, the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.

Preferably, the computer system is adapted to move the selected file from the origin node to the destination node without simultaneously receiving an indication of the location of the destination node from the user via the user interface. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files. Preferably, the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database. Preferably, the database is
adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file. Preferably, the computer system is adapted to display the origin and destination nodes as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

5 Preferably, the computer system comprises one or more of the following:
(a) a personal computer;
(b) a laptop computer;
(c) a personal digital assistant (PDA) device;
(d) a mobile phone;
(e) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(f) a music-playing device; and
(g) a movie-playing device.

According to a fifth aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of: displaying a destination node on the display device, the destination node grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value; receiving an indication, from a user, that a new file should be placed within the destination node; assigning, to the new file, the second value of the nominated attribute; and displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the new file.

According to a sixth aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of: displaying a destination node on the display device, the destination node grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value; receiving an indication, from a user, that a new file should have a nominated attribute with a value equal to the second value; assigning, to the new file, the second value of the nominated attribute; and displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the new file.
According to a seventh aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a computer program comprising program instructions for causing a computer to perform the method described above.

According to an eighth aspect of the present invention there is disclosed a computer program comprising program instructions which, when loaded into a computer, constitute the computer system described above. In one form, the computer program is embodied on a record medium. In another form, the computer program is stored in a computer memory. In a further form, the computer program is embodied in a read-only memory. In an additional form, the computer program is carried on an electrical carrier signal. It will be appreciated from the foregoing that the preferred embodiment of the present invention provides the ability to automatically create, alter and delete values associated with a file’s user-modifiable (metadata) attributes.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention allows a user to create a multi-dimensional virtual hierarchy of files based on the selection of metadata. Preferably, the representation of these files is shown graphically in an interface not dissimilar to applications such as Windows Explorer. The preferred embodiment of this invention provides users with the ability to move files, or the graphical representation of files, within the user interface. Preferably, this movement can be done graphically, by using the drag and drop functionality, or by cutting or copying the original file from an origin folder and placing the copy into a destination folder. Preferably, when a user creates and displays a graphical representation of a virtual hierarchy within this application, the user can create or alter the values of a file’s user-modifiable attributes by moving the representation of the file from one virtual folder to another. Preferably also, by moving the file to another folder, the user-modifiable attribute values associated with the file are inherited from the values of the virtual folder (or folders) within the hierarchy in which it is placed. In this way, user-modifiable attribute values associated with a file can be automatically created, altered and deleted without the need for the user to provide additional input.

The preferred embodiment of the invention also provides for the metadata attributes to be defined according to the Resource Definition Framework (RDF) standard model. Preferably, this allows the file metadata attributes to be sufficiently
flexible in order to enable the creation of the user-defined virtual hierarchy as well as being able to provide a set of standards for defining files within the application level.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a screenshot showing selection of a file attribute by which to order files into nodes;

Figure 2 is a screenshot showing the result of the dynamic folder selection of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a screenshot showing selection of a further file attribute;

Figure 4 is screenshot showing the result of the dynamic folder selection of Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a screenshot showing a selection step for displaying a file property list;

Figure 6 is a screenshot showing the file property window showing the metadata attributes associated with the selected file;

Figure 7 is a screenshot showing one way in which a file’s user-modifiable values may be changed;

Figure 8 is a screenshot showing the file in a destination folder as a result of the change to the user-modifiable value shown in Figure 7;

Figure 9 is a screenshot showing the file no longer in the origin folder as a result of the change to the user-modifiable value shown in Figure 7;

Figure 10 is a screenshot showing how a user-modifiable value may be changed by dragging and dropping or cutting and pasting a file from an origin folder to a destination folder;

Figure 11 is a screenshot showing the new location of the selected transferred file and a selection of the file’s property box;

Figure 12 is a screenshot showing the property box of the selected transferred file, illustrating the change to the file’s user-modifiable data;

Figure 13 is a screenshot showing an initial state of a virtual hierarchy;

Figure 14 is a screenshot showing the way user-modifiable attributes can be added and changed; and
Figure 15 is a screenshot showing the result of the changes made in Figure 14 to the virtual hierarchy shown in Figure 13.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present drawings are simplified partial screen captures of a preferred embodiment of the invention being operated on an IBM compatible PC running the Windows operating system. Such hardware and software are well known to those skilled in the art, and so will not be explicitly described in more detail. As shown, the preferred form of the invention is applied to Windows Explorer, which is the default in-built file management system used in this and previous versions of the Windows operating system.

It will be appreciated that the words “folder” and “node” are used interchangeably within this document, since “folder” is the Microsoft Windows nomenclature for such data structures. It will be appreciated that other operating system and file management applications may refer to an equivalent structure as a “directory”, or other terms. It will also be appreciated that although the prior art term “folder” is used, it is not intended to imply that the functionality of the system as a whole is the same as prior art file display and management applications.

The applicant has also filed co-pending Australian provisional patent application number 2003900649 entitled “Dynamically Configurable File Display System” (the co-pending application), the contents of which are incorporated herein by cross-reference.

The functionality of the present invention is, in the preferred embodiment, achieved by way of a software application configured to interact with both Windows Explorer and the graphical user interface that is used to represent files and folders on a display of a computer device. The application handles access to the files stored within the file system whilst allowing a multi-dimensional graphical representation of files to be displayed to the user, as described below. This allows the user to create a completely dynamic and customizable representation of files in a virtual hierarchy according to the selection of file metadata attributes and their associated values.
Prior to undertaking the various actions shown in the drawings, it is necessary to generate a file attribute database. This process is described in detail in the co-pending application and will typically be undertaken during installation of the software application of the preferred embodiment. The process involves the software scanning through some or all of the files of interest to a potential user of the system. The precise extent of the scanning can be limited to a default or customizable set of locations or can be limited by file type. For example, in a typical stand-alone computer set-up, there will be no access to remote network drives, so the domain within which files are scanned might be limited to all locally available non-volatile storage, such as hard-disk drives and magneto-optical drives. Alternatively, the scanning can be limited to particular file types, such as various document types, MP3s, MPEGs, and so on. Again, this can be customizable, or can be left at a default setting. During the scanning procedure, various information is extracted from the files being scanned. The type of information will vary from file type to file type, and to the actual information available from a given file. For example, Microsoft Word documents store such information as author, version data and document title, so all such information will usually be sought in relation to Word documents. However, not all Word documents will have, for example, an author recorded against them. In this case, the information is not extracted.

Other document types will have other information. For example, an MP3 will usually incorporate artist name, song title, and various encoding parameters such as bit rate. This information is extracted. For yet other file types, file-relevant information can be extracted. In some cases, file types will be encountered that the application is not familiar with. A number of alternative approaches can be taken in such cases. For example, the file can simply be ignored and the user notified (or not) of its existence. Alternatively, the typical areas within the file for storage of relevant information can be scanned looking for what looks like relevant data. Another approach is to request a human user to fill in details relating to the file, either during installation or at a later date. If the latter, the application can record the file and its location to make it easier to go back and fill in additional details at a later date. Even if the application is unable to obtain application-specific information from any given file, there will still be basic, operating system level information available for all files.
Under most operating systems, all files have a creation date, a name and an
operating system attribute. Such information can be extracted from a file even if the
application undertaking the extraction is not familiar with the file type. As it is
extracted, the information is stored in a database against the file it is extracted from.

Once the extraction process is finished, the database will be populated with a series of
file names against which are stored other file data or metadata.

In a preferred embodiment, the database stores file specific data such as file
name, size, date of creation and the like. The database also stores pairs of metadata
properties and values. For example:

FileName=Contract
Property=Customer
Value=Telstra

This means that if a user is looking for a contract which has Telstra as the relevant
customer then the system will display a folder which has been labeled “Telstra.” The
file contract will be displayed within the “Telstra” folder.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention provides a software layer
in which selection of node and metadata attributes cause files to be grouped into
virtual folders based on the metadata. Those files having a value for the selected
attribute criteria are placed into a virtual folder, dynamically named at the time of
creation according to the value of the selected metadata attribute. Those files not
having a value for the selected attribute are displayed at the same level as the virtual
folder under the original node level, thereby creating a virtual hierarchy.

During the normal life cycle of files within the file system, attributes change.
The changing of these attributes may appear to be automatic, as result of the file
system altering an attribute value following the running of a process or action. Some
file system attributes, such as changing the security or user access to a file, may be
altered manually by users. In a similar way, according to the preferred embodiment of
the present invention, it is permissible for the metadata attributes of files to be created,
modified and deleted. It will be appreciated that the present invention provides an
improved way of dynamically presenting files to a user of a computer system.
A detailed description of the preferred embodiment of the present invention appears below.

Referring to Figure 1, there is shown a two-paned display 100 under Windows Explorer. The left-hand pane 101 shows a folder list headed “Folders”, under which is a node called “D: Document Space”. This node represents a virtual file structure representing all those files that were scanned as described in previous paragraphs. The right-hand pane 102 shows all files available for viewing under the “Document Space” node. Files with the extension “msg” are e-mail files, “gif” and “jpg” extensions represent image types, whilst a “doc” extension indicates a Microsoft Word document type. In this view, the size and type information that will usually be available is not displayed, although this is of no concern in relation to operation of the invention.

In Figure 1, a user has used a mouse (not shown) to open a selection menu 103, which shows a number of options. The user has selected the “View By” option, which caused a sub-menu 104 to open. The sub-menu displays the available file viewing options. The user has highlighted the “Type” option in the sub-menu 104, and is about to select it by pressing the left-hand mouse button. It will be appreciated that other keyboard-based shortcuts or voice-activated systems could be used to navigate through the menu structure and make the required selection.

The result of making the “Type” selection is shown in Figure 2. Three nodes, named “Microsoft Outlook”, “Microsoft Word” and “Paintshop Pro” have been generated and displayed in the left-hand pane as sub-nodes of “Document Space”. The “Document Space” node is highlighted, so the right-hand pane displays the three sub-nodes nodes and other files available under that node. In this case, files “Project4.doc” and “Project4.wav” have not been placed under nodes, since there is no publication information stored against them in the database.

In the embodiment shown, the sub-nodes have been ordered alphabetically by default. However, as with normal Windows Explorer functionality, by clicking on column headings (such as “Size” and “Type”) it is possible to have the nodes in the right-hand pane reordered accordingly.
Referring to Figure 3, an alternative selection by the user within the “Microsoft Word” node is shown. Rather than selecting “Type” as the attribute by which to view the files, the user is about to select “Publisher”. It will be noted, in passing, that “Type” in this sub-menu has a small icon beside it that indicates the documents have already been displayed by type. The result of the selection is shown in Figure 4 in which three new nodes, named “Creative Digital Technology”, “GPayments” and “Neurocom”, have been generated and displayed as sub-nodes of the “Microsoft Word” node. The “Creative Digital Technology” node is selected, resulting in all files associated with that node being displayed in the right-hand pane.

It will be noted that the files in the “Creative Digital Technology” node in this case have already been restricted by file type, so only files that are of a Microsoft Word type and published by Creative Digital Technology have been displayed in the right-hand pane.

Turning to Figure 5, a further feature of the software is shown. By right-clicking on any file, a selection menu opens to reveal a number of options. A similar action happens in the prior art, although making certain selections in accordance with the present preferred embodiment results in a new action being performed. In this case, selecting “Properties” of file “Project8-2.doc” results in the window of Figure 6 being displayed, showing the properties of the file. In the prior art, making such a selection would result in file properties stored with the file itself to be displayed. In the present case, however, the attribute values displayed are those stored in the database in relation to the selected file.

In the preferred embodiment, some or all of the attribute values can be amended directly via the window shown in Figure 6, simply by highlighting the attribute and typing in a new value. There may be some restrictions on the attribute to be changed. For example, system level information such as date created might not be amendable. However, the limitations can be selected to suit the security and functionality requirements of the particular user or application to which the invention is being put. It is possible, for example to only display amendable information, or alternatively to display the information but lock it from being edited by an unauthorized user. When the information is amended, the database is updated
accordingly. Where the amended information is also stored with the file, it
particularly preferred that the amendment be recorded at that level too. This is to
ensure congruity between the attribute values in the database and those stored at file
level. It will be appreciated that information can be added in relation to files by way
of the window of Figure 6.

For example, file “Project8-2.doc” for which metadata is shown in Figure 6
does not appear to have “Identifier” information defined in relation to it. If the user is
aware of (or can locate) this information in relation to the file, it can manually be
entered by way of the window of Figure 6. The information in relation to this
attribute is then available in future as a user is dynamically customizing the file
display.

Figures 7 to 15 illustrate the primary focus of the preferred embodiment of the
present invention. Figure 7 shows a user manually modifying the “Publisher” property
from an origin node (“Creative Digital Technology”) to a destination node
(“GPayments.”). Figure 8 shows the result of this manual change to the “Publisher”
property. The file, Project8-2.doc now appears in the GPayments node, indicating that
the “Publisher” of Project8-2.doc is GPayments. Figure 9 shows the Creative Digital
Technology origin node as no longer containing the selected file (Project8-2.doc). In
this example a manual change to the user-modifiable properties of a file resulted in its
display in a different node which matched the file’s new user-modifiable properties.
The reverse arrangement is illustrated in Figures 10 to 12. As shown in Figure 10, a
user is able to drag a selected file (Resource.doc) which is currently grouped in origin
node Project 8 and drop it into destination node Project 1. This is done using the
standard drag and drop function of a mouse, but could also be achieved using the cut
and paste or copy and paste functions. Alternative user interface devices may allow a
user to easily transfer files from an origin node to a destination node.

Figure 11 shows the destination node (Project1) now containing the selected
file (Resource.doc) as a result of the action illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 11 also
shows the user right clicking on the Resource.doc file and selecting its “Properties”.
Figure 12 shows the result of that selection. It can be seen in that figure that the user-
modifiable attribute “Subject” has been automatically changed from “Project 8” to
“Project 1” without the user having to manually enter the “Project 1” subject into the system. By simply dragging and dropping a file from an origin node to a destination node, the file has inherited the attributes of the destination node without further manual entry by the user.

Figure 13 shows the flexibility of the system in that a user may simultaneously modify a number of attributes of a file, and the system will automatically “move” the file into the appropriate node. As seen in Figure 13, the user has modified the attributes of the file “Resource.doc” so that its “Subject” has been changed from “Project1” to “Project2”, its “Publisher has been changed from “Creative Digital Technology” to “GPayments”, its “Language” has been changed from a blank field to “en” and its category has been changed from “no category” to “research.”

Figure 15 shows the result of these manually-made attribute changes. In Figure 15, the file “Resource.doc” now appears within the “research” category node, within the “en” language node, within the “Project2” subject node, within the “GPayments” publisher node. If the user were to drag and drop the “Resource.doc” file into a completely different node, it would inherit the attributes of that destination node and the user would not have to enter any of those attributes manually. It will also be appreciated that a user may introduce new files into the virtual hierarchy. These new files may be newly created files, or may be files which are obtained from other sources. When the new files are copied and pasted, or dragged into a particular folder in the virtual hierarchy, those files inherit the attribute values of the particular folder. In this way, new files inherit the attribute values of the destination nodes or folders which they are transferred into.

In a similar way, manually editing the values of the attributes of a new file will result in that file being automatically transferred into a folder which groups files having that same attribute value. In this way, new files can be easily introduced into the virtual hierarchy with minimal user input and in such a way that the nodes in which the files are organized do not relate to the location of the file, but instead relate to the attributes of the file. To ensure congruity of information, it is desirable that any changes to file properties made other than via the display application make their way into the database. Such changes will usually be made by the application programs that
generate and amend various file types. Amendments can be managed at one level by performing a scheduled update based on information relating to date of last change (which is typically system level data and therefore available for all files).

For example, using Explorer's search tool, the application can determine whether any files have been amended or created since the time of the last such update. Files falling into this category are scanned for their information and the database updated (if necessary) accordingly. Naturally, such an update could be manually commenced at a time chosen by a user, or automatically when a new application is installed. It is also possible for the application to monitor system-level file interactions to determine when relevant amendments are made to file attribute values, and database updates made as required. In relation to all of the illustrated and otherwise disclosed examples, it is critical to understand that the nodes that have been generated do not represent locations, as is the case in the prior art Explorer application. Rather, the nodes (or folders) represent virtual data structures that group files in accordance with common selected attribute values. The various files can be located anywhere on the user's device or PC, or at any location accessible by that device or PC.

For example, some of the Word documents in Figure 5 might be located on a network drive only accessible to the user's computer via a Local Area Network, or even the Internet. However, the way in which the files are displayed preferably makes no reference to the file location, since in many cases this is not of relevance to a user. Of course, if it is of relevance at some level in the hierarchy, the user is free to generate a new level based on a location attribute, which can be by operating system directory or physical location, for example. However, this is clearly different from prior art directory structures in which location (or virtual location) is the basis for hierarchy display. It will also be appreciated that in some embodiments, it may be desirable to allow the user to customize the attribute database in some way. Typically, this would involve allowing a user to generate one or more custom attributes that can either automatically or manually have values associated with them in relation to files of interest. For example, a particular event data could be specified, and Boolean "Before date" attribute defined.
Preferably, the default and custom attributes are defined in accordance with the Resource Definition Framework (RDF) standard model. This will allow the file metadata attributes to be flexible enough to enable the creation of the user-defined virtual hierarchy, whilst also providing a set of standards for defining files within the application level. It is believed that for many users the ability to dynamically display files hierarchically on the basis of one or more nested attributes will allow easier, more powerful navigation options.

Although the invention has been described with reference to a number of specific embodiments, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the invention can be embodied in many other forms.
CLAIMS

1. A method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of:
   - displaying an origin node and a destination node on the display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;
   - receiving an indication, from a user, that a selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node;
   - modifying the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and
   - displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of receiving an indication from a user comprises receiving from a user one or more of the following:
   (a) a drag and drop indication;
   (b) a cut and paste indication;
   (c) a copy and paste indication; and
   (d) a send to indication.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of receiving an indication from a user comprises receiving an indication via one or more of the following:
   (a) a pointing device;
   (b) a keyboard;
   (c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
   (d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
   (e) a voice-activated device.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.
5. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of modifying the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value is performed without simultaneously receiving the second value from the user.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the database is adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the origin and destination nodes are displayed as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node on the display device comprises displaying the nodes in alphabetic, numeric, or alpha-numeric order in accordance with the nominated attribute and nominated attribute values associated with the respective nodes.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node on the display device comprises displaying the nodes as a tree-based hierarchy of the nodes, in which at least one of the nodes contains other nodes and wherein at least some of the nodes in the hierarchy contain files associated with an attribute defined in relation to a node higher in the hierarchy.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein each of the nodes at a common hierarchical level beneath a particular node contains files having attribute values corresponding to that associated with the particular node.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of displaying the origin node and the destination node comprises:

   - displaying the origin node and the destination node in a first pane; and
displaying the files grouped within those nodes in a second pane.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the step of receiving the indication, from the user, that the selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node comprises:

receiving an indication of the selected file displayed in the second pane; and
receiving an indication that the selected file should be transferred to the destination node displayed in the first pane.

15. A computer system for displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the computer system being adapted to:

(a) display an origin node and a destination node on a display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;
(b) receive, via a user interface, an indication from a user that a selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node;
(c) modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and
(d) displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

16. The system of claim 15 wherein the indication from a user that a selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node is selected from the group comprising:

(a) a drag and drop indication;
(b) a cut and paste indication;
(c) a copy and paste indication; and
(d) a send to indication

17. The system of claim 15 wherein the user interface is selected from the group comprising:

(a) a pointing device;
(b) a keyboard;
(c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(e) a voice-activated device.

18. The system of claim 15 wherein the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.

19. The system of claim 15 wherein the computer system is adapted to modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value without simultaneously receiving the second value from the user via the user interface.

20. The system of claim 15 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files.

21. The system of claim 20 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the database is adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file.

23. The system of claim 15, wherein the computer system is adapted to display the origin and destination nodes as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

24. The system of claim 15, wherein the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device in alphabetic, numeric, or alpha-numeric order in accordance with the nominated attribute and nominated attribute values associated with the respective nodes.

25. The system of claim 15, wherein the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device as a tree-based hierarchy of the nodes, in which at least one of the nodes contains other nodes and wherein at least some of the nodes in the hierarchy contain files associated with an attribute defined in relation to a node higher in the hierarchy.
26. The system of claim 25, wherein each of the nodes at a common hierarchical level beneath a particular node contains files having attribute values corresponding to that associated with the particular node.

27. The system of claim 15, wherein the computer system is adapted to display the origin node and the destination node on the display device by: displaying the nodes origin node and the destination node in a first pane of the display device; and displaying the files grouped within those nodes in a second pane of the display device.

28. The system of claim 27 wherein the computer system is adapted to receive the indication, from the user, that the selected file grouped in the origin node should be transferred to the destination node by: receiving the indication of the selected file displayed in the second pane; and receiving the indication that the selected file should be transferred to the destination node displayed in the first pane.

29. A computer program comprising program instructions for causing a computer to perform the method of claim 1.

30. A computer program comprising program instructions which, when loaded into a computer, constitute the computer system of claim 15.

31. The computer program of claim 29 or claim 30 embodied on a record medium.

32. The computer program of claim 29 or claim 30 stored in a computer memory.

33. The computer program of claim 29 or claim 30 embodied in a read-only memory.

34. The computer program of claim 29 or claim 30 carried on an electrical carrier signal.

35. A method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of: displaying an origin node and a destination node on the display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated
attribute with a second value; receiving an indication, from a user, that the value of the
nominated attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed
from the first value to the second value; modifying the value of the nominated
attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and displaying, on
the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

36. The method of claim 35 wherein the step of receiving an indication from a user
that the value of the nominated attribute of the origin node should be changed
comprises receiving the second value from the user.

37. The method of claim 36 wherein the step of receiving the second value from
the user comprises receiving the second value via one or more of the following:
(a) a pointing device;
(b) a keyboard;
(c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
(e) a voice-activated device.

38. The method of claim 35 wherein the files have system-generated attributes and
user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable
attribute.

39. The method of claim 35 wherein the step of modifying the value of the
nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value is
performed without simultaneously receiving the second value from the user.

40. The method of claim 35 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are
stored externally from the files.

41. The method of claim 40 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are
stored in a database.

42. The method of claim 41 wherein the database is adapted to store a plurality of
pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file.
43. The method of claim 35, wherein the origin and destination nodes are displayed as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

44. A computer system for displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the computer system being adapted to:
   (a) display an origin node and a destination node on a display device, the nodes grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the origin node have a nominated attribute with a first value and those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;
   (b) receive, via a user interface, an indication from a user that the value of the nominated attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed from the first value to the second value;
   (c) modify the value of the nominated attribute of the selected file from the first value to the second value; and
   (d) displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the selected file.

45. The system of claim 44 wherein computer system is adapted to receive, via a user interface, the indication from a user that the value of the nominated attribute of a selected file grouped in the origin node should be changed from the first value to the second value, by receiving the second value from the user via the user interface.

46. The system of claim 44 wherein the user interface is selected from the group comprising:
   (a) a pointing device;
   (b) a keyboard;
   (c) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
   (d) a touch-sensitive screen; and
   (e) a voice-activated device.

47. The system of claim 44 wherein the files have system-generated attributes and user-modifiable attributes and wherein the nominated attribute is a user-modifiable attribute.
48. The system of claim 44 wherein the computer system is adapted to move the selected file from the origin node to the destination node without simultaneously receiving an indication of the location of the destination node from the user via the user interface.

49. The system of claim 44 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored externally from the files.

50. The system of claim 49 wherein the values of the nominated attribute are stored in a database.

51. The system of claim 49 wherein the database is adapted to store a plurality of pairs of attributes and attribute values in relation to each file.

52. The system of claim 44, wherein the computer system is adapted to display the origin and destination nodes as virtual directories or folder, including a label indicative of the value of the nominated attribute of the files in each node.

53. The system of claim 15 wherein the computer system comprises one or more of the following:
   (a) a personal computer;
   (b) a laptop computer;
   (c) a personal digital assistant (PDA) device;
   (d) a mobile phone;
   (e) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
   (f) a music-playing device; and
   (g) a movie-playing device.

54. The system of claim 44 wherein the computer system comprises one or more of the following:
   (a) a personal computer;
   (b) a laptop computer;
   (c) a personal digital assistant (PDA) device;
   (d) a mobile phone;
   (e) a tablet and stylus arrangement;
(f) a music-playing device; and
(g) a video-playing device.

55. A computer program comprising program instructions for causing a computer to perform the method of claim 35.

56. A computer program comprising program instructions which, when loaded into a computer, constitute the computer system of claim 44.

57. The computer program of claim 55 or claim 56 embodied on a record medium.

58. The computer program of claim 55 or claim 56 stored in a computer memory.

59. The computer program of claim 55 or claim 56 embodied in a read-only memory.

60. The computer program of claim 55 or claim 56 carried on an electrical carrier signal.

61. A method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of:

   displaying a destination node on the display device, the destination node grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;

   receiving an indication, from a user, that a new file should be placed within the destination node;

   assigning, to the new file, the second value of the nominated attribute; and

   displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the new file.

62. A method of displaying one or more file-containing nodes on a display device, the method comprising the steps of:

   displaying a destination node on the display device, the destination node grouping files according to a nominated attribute, such that those files grouped within the destination node have a nominated attribute with a second value;
receiving an indication, from a user, that a new file should have a nominated attribute with a value equal to the second value;
assigning, to the new file, the second value of the nominated attribute; and
displaying, on the display device, the destination node as containing the new file.
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**Common**
- **Subject**: Project8
- **Creator**: Creative Digital Technology
- **Identifier**: Creative Digital Technology
- **Publisher**: Creative Digital Technology
- **Contributor**: Creative Digital Technology
- **Date**: 2002-07-07
- **Type**: Microsoft Word
- **Format**: application/msword
- **Language**: no category
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